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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 114 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.The idea behind EVERYDAY CARRY
NOTEBOOKS Matte Black Collection is as simple as it is true: different callings, vocations, activities
and undertakings demand different notebooks. The Matte Black Collection contains ten notebook
types: sketch, lined, grid, dot grid, grey grid, dot grey grid, action, journal, unstructured, and
storyboard. Each type of notebook comes in ten form factors, from pocket sized to letter sized: 4x6,
4. 25x7, 5x8, 5x11, 6x6, 6x9, 7x10, 8x8, 8. 5x6, and 8. 5x11. Each notebook contains 100 numbered
pages; each page is a light cream-color and 60 pound weight, performing excellently with a wide-
variety of inks. To keep track of things, there is both a page number index and tags index. And, of
course, an information page to record a title for your notebook, your name, if-lost-contact info,
date and place started, and date and place finished. As the collections name suggests, each
notebook is wrapped in a sturdy, matte black cover. AFFORDABLE: Every 100 page EDC Notebook is
priced the same, regardless of type or form factor. Price wont stop you from finding the notebook...
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The best publication i actually study. I actually have study and so i am confident that i am going to likely to study once more yet again later on. You will not
sense monotony at at any moment of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Er nest B er g na um-- Er nest B er g na um

These kinds of book is every thing and helped me hunting forward plus more. It is probably the most remarkable book we have read through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ever ett Sta nton-- Ever ett Sta nton
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